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Progident/Clinic V10.5
New Digital Management Features!
First of all, we would like to thank
all our clients for their invaluable
cooperation in adopting the technology required to migrate toward the
RAMQ’s new SYRA platform. Progident
successfully completed this important
migration last March.

` The “waiting list” has been entirely
reviewed. A list of potential patients
appears after a cancellation or
rescheduling of an appointment. A
gradation of colour lets you quickly
identify the patients who could
potentially fill the open time slot.

Progident will present the most recent
improvements made to its version
10.5 of Progident/Clinic during the
Journées dentaires internationales du
Québec (JDIQ). This version includes
key advances in “paperless file management” (EMR), which improves your
team’s productivity.

` Documentation support in the
Electronic Patient Record (EPR) has
been greatly enhanced thanks to
two key improvements:

Here are some of the new features of
version 10.5:
` Automatic dialing is now possible
simply by clicking on an icon that
appears to the right of the telephone number.

` A new “Kanban”-type patient tracking board keeps you informed of the
office’s status at all times by indicating when patients are present in
various rooms. This is an addition
to the “Agenda” module.
This patient tracking board uses
the same visual indicators as the
agenda, such as a blinking light in
one room to let the dentist know
that the patient is waiting for them
in another room once scaling and
hygiene measures are finished.
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` The visual indicator in the agenda
(blinking, sound notification) has
been enhanced and can now issue
a notification several hours before
the appointment begins: For
example, it is now possible for an
appointment to blink in a specific
colour 24 hours before it begins.
` An information display and print
configurator is now included in the
agenda. The latter lets you choose
from over 220 different pieces of
information from the patient record
and the appointment sheet to
decide what you would like to see
and print in the agenda.

` The ergonomics of the automated annotation assistant has
been reviewed so that it is easier
to use and much more flexible,
given the variability of treatment
contexts. In this new version,
you can also create personalized
models for additional general
notes per professional.
` A new “professional notes in the
record” option lets you consult
all operative documentation
entered in the file. This is the
equivalent of the “paper” operation record. This new function
also simplifies the signing and
approval of the professional and
hygienist.

` The report generator has a brandnew preview interface. Simpler and
much more interactive, everything
happens on just one screen. Quickly
save your report in PDF or MS
Excel®, send it by email and interactively convert displayed data into
a graph.

A reminder concerning automated
appointment confirmation
We would like take this opportunity to
remind you that the Progident solution
has supported automated confirmation of appointments by email and text
message since its version 9.

This saves your administrative staff
time and encourages your clients to
show up for their appointments. Take
advantage of it!
Come meet us at the ACDQ’s stand
during the upcoming JDIQ. Progident:
1 800 650-0143 or progident.com

Thanks to this function, as soon as
a patient confirms an appointment
through an email or text message
sent using Progident/Clinic, your
agenda is automatically updated. The
appointment status is then changed to
“appointment confirmed” so that your
staff can concentrate on the unconfirmed appointments.
(in French)

thanks to Progident’s interactive confirmation
of appointments by email and SMS!
AND THAT'S NOT ALL WITH PROGIDENT:
AS A BONUS, TREAT YOURSELF TO THE BEST
IN TERMS OF COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT
. Paperless file management (EMR)
. Support of RAMQ’s SYRA platform
. Patient Web portal
. Intelligent waiting list

. Auto dialing of phone numbers
. Patient tracking board
. Integrated accounting management
. And much more...

Discover the brand-new Progident management solution!
Contact one of our advisors for more information about our products and services.
1 800 650-0143 I sales@progident.com I progident.com
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